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(57) Abstract: Embodiments of the invention broadly described, introduce systems and methods for protecting data at a data protec
tion hub using a data protection policy. One embodiment of the invention discloses a method for protecting unprotected data. The
method comprises receiving a data protection request message comprising unprotected data and one or more policy parameters, de termining a data protection transformation using the policy parameters, performing the data protection transformation on the unpro tected data to generate protected data, and sending the protected data.

DATA PROTECTION HUB
CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS
[0081]

The present application is a non-provisional application of and claims priority to

U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/667,822, filed on July 3, 20 2 (Attorney Docket No :

79900-8444 3(034400USP )), the entire contents of which are herein incorporated by reference
in their entirety for all purposes.
BACKGROUND
[ 882]

Ensuring security of data at rest and in transit continues to be a necessity.

Implementing data secu ty typically requires a high degree of investment in hardware, software,
a d the appropriate level of expertise to assess the security needs of the data that needs
protection. Government or industry compliance standards may further increase the complexity
and cost to implement data security.
00 3

There can be many d ferent organizations that have d ferent data protection

requirements. Different organizations may include different divisions, projects and. groups *
Typieally, each organization implements data security independently based on their needs.
However, implementing independent solutions for each organization leads to a nu ber of
problems.
[ 8 4]

First, the differences in fee security imple entations inhibit flow of data securely

between the different organizations. This is especially true if the flow of data occurs between
organizations within a single corporation. Second, each i plei m

ion of data security may

require expensive investment o the part of the organization. Third, varying implementations
between fee different organizations with varying level of expertise may ead t implementations
tha do not adhere to industry, national and international standards and may expose the data to
potential compromise.
8005]

Furthermore, so e small merchants ma not have the ability to access

cryptographic services or other security solutions.
|0 0 |

Embodiments of the invention address these and other problems.

SUMMARY
[

Embodiments of the invention broadly described, introduce systems and methods

07

for protecting data at a data protection hub using a data protection policy.
008

One embodiment of the invention discloses a computer-implemented method for

protecting data. The method comprises receiving a data protection request message comprising
unprotected data and one r more policy parameters, determining a data protection
transformation usi g the policy parameters, performing the data protection transformation on the
unprotected data to generate protected data, and sending the protected data.
|

One embodiment of the invention discloses a data protection hub. The data

protection hub comprises a processor an a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium,
comprising code executable by the processor for implementing a method comprising receiving
data protection request message comprising unprotected data and one or more policy parameters,
determining a data protection transformation using the policy parameters, p rf n n ng the data
protection

s

on the unprotected date to generate protected data, and sending the

protected data.
One embodiment of the invention discloses a computer-Implemented metho for
protecting unprotected data. The method comprises sending, by a processor,

data protection

request message comprising unprotected data and one or more policy parameters, an receiving,
by the processor, protected data, wherein the protected data is generated by

data protection

transformation, wherein the data protection transformation is determined using the policy
parameters.
J

Further details regarding embodiments of the invention can b found in the

Detailed Description and the Figures.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
|0 1 ]
013]

FIG,

shows a system according to an embodiment of the invention,

FIG. 2 shows one potential embodiment of a data protection hub.

(0914

FIG. 3 shows one potential embodiment of a federated data protection hub.
FIG. 4 shows

method for a data protection hub to receive and process a data

protection policy.

f 01 ]

FIG. 5 shows a flow chart illustrating an exemplary data protection policy,

[9917]

FIG,

shows

method 600 for generating protected data at a data protection hub

200.

[

18]

7 shows a method for generati ng protected data by hashing the unprotected

data.
[Θθ

FIG, 8 shows a method for generating protected data by masking the unprotected

data.
I> 2 ]

FI G

shows

method for generating protected dat by toke

ing the

unprotected data.
. 19 shows a method for generating protected data by -encrypting the

[00
unprotected data.
022 ]

(9 23]

FIG. I shows a method for deprotecting data using a data protection hub.
FIG.

2 shows a method for retrieving unprotected data associated with

token

using a data protection hub
10024]

F G.

1.3

shows &method for decrypting protected data using a data protection

hub.

[9925]
002 ]

F G . 4 shows a method for migrating protected data using

data .protection hub.

FIG. 15 shows an exemplary system for using a data protection hub according to

embodiment of the invention.

| Θ027|
092

FIG. 16 shows an. example of a payment device in the form of a card.
FIG. 17 is a high level block diagram of a computer system that may be used to

implement a y o f the entities or components described for embodiments of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Prior to discussing embodiments of the invention, descriptions of some terms
may be helpful in understanding embodiments of the invention.
The term "server computer" may include a powerful computer or cluster of

[©03®]

computers. For example, the server computer can be a large mainframe, a minicomputer cluster,
or a group of servers functioning as a unit. In one example, the server computer may be a
database server coupled o a Web server. The server computer may be coupled to a database and

may include any hardware, software, other logic, or combination of the preceding for servicing
the requests from one or more client computers. The server .computer may comprise one or more

computational apparatuses and may use a y of a variety of computing structures, arrangements,

compilations for servicing the requests from one or more client computers.
The term "unprotected data" may include any data that has not been protected

[ 03

such that unauthorized use by an unauthorized person could cause harm to a person associated

with the unprotected data. For example, unprotected data may include a primary -account number
for a credit: card. If an unauthorized person uses the credit card number, potential har

could be

done t th authorized person (e.g., the credit card holder) tha is associated with the primary
account number. Unprotected data may not have been transformed, obfuscated, encrypted, or
otherwise protected by a data protection hub. Typically, unprotected data may be stored in
e!eartexL,

so that the information represented by the unprotected data is readily apparent.

Examples of unprotected data may include:
string literal comprising

numeric value representing a age of a customer, a

user's password or primary account number associated with a payment

account, or a serialized object value (e.g., in SO ) comprising program state. In some cases,
unprotected data may store sensiti ve information, so transmission of unprotected data over

insec ure communication networks and storage of unprotected da t m insecure databases should
be avoided.
[0032]

The term "protected data may include any data that has been protected by a data

protection hub, typically by using a data protection transformation. In some embodiments,
protected data may be considered safe to send over insecure communications networks or store

in insecure databases.

A "data protection transformation" may include any transformation of

33 J

unprotected data to protected data, such that information represented by the

not .readily apparent fro

p otec ed data is

the protected data, A data protection transformation may be a

cryptographic operation such as encryption or cryptographic hashing. Altern ately , the data

protection algorithm may use other operations such as okeni ati

or data masking.

n some

embodiments, a data protection transformation may be a reversible transformation (e.g..
token a on or encryption), so t ha the original unprotected data may be derived using the

protected data.

other embodiments, the data protection transformation may be an irreversible

or substantially irreversible process (e.g., hashing or data masking), so that the original

unprotected data may not be derived from the protected data.
The term "deprotected data ' may include any dat that is substantially

[0 3 4 ]

unprotected but was previously protected. For example, a primary account number for a payment

card may be "unprotected data." while the subsequent encryption of tha primary account number
may product .an encrypted primary account number which is an example of "protected d

nd

the sequent decryption of the encrypted primary account number may be an example of
"deprotected data." In this example, the "deprotecied data" may also be "unprotected data,"
The. term ''transformation data parameters" may include any parameters(e.g.,

[0035]

secrets, o other data) used to perform a data protection trai sfo aation F r example,
a

data -parameters for a hashing ra sio rma ion may include the hashing algorithm

(e.g., 8 A 256 or S A-512) a number of rounds of hashing to perform, and an output forma of
the hash. In some embodiments,

data parameters may also include information

used to perform a data deprotection transformation. For example, transformation data
parameters for an encryption algorithm may include a symmetric encryption algorithm (e.g.,

AES), and the encryption key, so that u protecte data

ay be determined by decrypting the

protected data using the encryption key.
The term "data deprotection transformation ' may include any transformation of
protected data to unprotected data, such that the unprotected data was used to generate the
protected data. A data deprotection transformation may typically b the inverse operation for the

data protection transformation used t generate the protected data. For example, if the protected

data was generated by symmetric encryption using a secret key, then the data deprotec

transforation

n

may b decryption using the secret key The term "deproteciion" may include

any operation or transformation wherein unprotected data s determined from protected data.
1 83

The term "data protection hub ' may include arsysuiiabk server computer or other

computing device operable to receive requests for data protection and provide protected data.
An exemplary data protection hub may determine protected data from received unprotected data
and policy parameters. An exemplary data protection hub according to some embodiments of

the invention is shown in FIG. 2.An exemplary federated data protection hub according to some

embodiments of the invention is shown in FIG. 3.
|

3S1

The term "hub management computer" may include a y suitable computing

device used to generate or send a data protection policy t le to a data protection hub The hub

management compute may connect to a data protection hub using a console, co m u cation
link, o r any other suitable medium.
[0039}

The term "dat protection policy" ma include anysuitable- roce dure that is used

o determine a data protection transformation for unprotected data. For exa ple the data

protection policy

ay be use to deter in that a user s password should be hashed, a user's

socia s cu ty number should be encrypted, -and a user s credit card number should be iokenized.
The data protection policy may also indicate the algorithms used to perform the data protection

transformation e .g AES, S A-256 RSA, etc.).
[-004Θ]

n some embodiments, the data protection policy may be determined usin

"policy parameters." n various embodiments of the invention, policy parameters may indicate a
sensitivity of the unprotected data, a use case for the unprotected da ta, or a size of th

unprotected data. For example, highly sensitive data su h as a user's social security number may
be encrypted with- -2048-bit key, whereas- less sensitive data such as the user's .first name

be encrypted with a 512-bit key.

ay

another example, unprotected data which is intended to be

sent over nt sted networks ma be Iokenized and stored at the data protection hub for
recover}' .
[9 4 ]

I some embodiments of the invention, a data protection policy ma include some

or all aspects- of a compliance standard o dat protection aw, such as the Payment Card industry

Data Security Standard (PCI OS S), Health Insurance Portability an Accountability Act
(

PAA), Control Objectives for Information a d Related Technology (CO

T), and the

European Data Protection Directive.
| 0 2|

The te

"data protection policy file" may include a data file used to store a data

protection policy. A data protection policy file may be- in any suitable format, such as a markup
language (e.g., XML), a logical language (e.g. , Prolog), or an. imperative language (e.g., C++).
[0043}

The term "policy schema" may include any specification or model used to

indicate the policy parameters associated with a data protection policy. For example, a .policy
schema may indicate three levels of data sensitivity for unprotected data: personal account
information (PA ) personally identifiable data (

) and sensitive authentication information

(SAI). Similarly, the policy schema may Indicate two values indicating the reversibility of the
transformation: a first value indicating that the data protection transformation should. e
reversible, a d a second value indicating tha th transformation should be irreversible.
Accordingly, policy parameters would comprise

-a

level of sensitivity- and a value for the

reversibi lit of the transformation.
[0 44

n some embodiments of the invention, the policy schema m

be defined as an

XML sche a In such embodiments, policy parameters may be defined using an XML
document conforming to the XML schema.
[ 045

Th term "client credentials" may include any data provided which allows a data

protection hub t verify mat -a: client computer is authorized to deproteet the protected data.
Client credentials may comprise a user name and password-, a digital signature, or any other
suitable data.
0046}

The term "

migration" may include any process n which protected data is

migrated from a first computing device to a second computing device such that the second
computing device may operate the data protection hub to perform data deprotection
transformations on the protected data.
[0047}

Embodiments of the invention provide for many technical advantages. For

example, embodiments of the invention reduce th -cost of developing, deploying, and

maintaining multiple data protection services b providing a centralized data protection hu that
may be utilized by any number of client computers for a variety of applications. The data
protection hub may receive unprotected data and policy parameters in a generic format r om a
client computer, an appropriately perform a data protection transformation in order to generate
protected data. Thus, each application may protect sensiti ve data without needing to implement
or deploy independent instances of data protection services. This redoces code complexity (e.g.,
because only a single eodebase needs to be maintained to implement dat protection features),
deployment costs (e.g.. because a single phys cal or virtual server may provide services to
several applications), and time to deploy new applications (e.g., because an existing data
protection hub may be used to provide data protection to a new application with minimal
changes).
[0048]

Embodiments o the Invention provide for the additional technical advantage of

generating protected data In compliance with data protection policies specified by a number of
heterogenous users. I

ay b desirable to maintain a consistent dat protection policy

encompassing multiple applications for several reasons. For example, industry standards or
governmental regulations may place constraints on protected data or data protection
transfbrmations

to, generate protected data. These constraints ma depend on various

characteristics of the data, such a the nature of sensitive infomiation stored or the potential for
compromise associated with the protected data. The data protection hub. may receive these
characteristics as policy parameters fro
dete

in a data protection Iransfo

a client computer. The data protection hub may then

tio using the policy parameters. This enables

applications to co ply with a data protection policy by describing the characteristics of the data
to be protected, without needing

to- independently

develo software logic implementing the data

protection policy. This further reduces software complexity and duplication of f nctio a ty
between multiple applications eo

r ing t a data protection policy. I addition, if a data

protection policy is to b changed, the change may onl need to be performed on the data
protection hub; the change may be transparent to applications using the data protection hu as
ong as the policy parameters remain the same. This improves software reliability and longevity,
since a data protection policy change at the data protection hub may not require any changes to
applications using the data protection hub.

Embodiments- of the invention provide fo the additional technical advantage of

[ 14 9 ]

providing a r interface whereb a data protection policy may be reconfigured on-demand by a
hub management computer. This allows the hub management computer to modify the data
protection transformations to comply with new standards or regulations established after
deployment of the data protection hub. In one example, a collision vulnerability may be found in
a hashing algorithm used in a data protection transformation.
policy

Accordingly, the data protection

ay be modified to use a more secure hashing algorithm.

n another example, a

governmental organization may publish data protection standards specifying a longer minimum
key length for data protection transformations relating to encryption.
protection policy may be modified to use fee longer key length

Accordingly, the data

n a third example, the data

protection policy may be modified to use higher-complexity data protection transformations
(e.g., SBA-3 instead of SHA-2) as time passes and higher performance computing devices
become avai lable. Thus* allowing . he data protection policy to b reconfigured -allows data
protection to b dynamically updated according to current needs, improving data- security
without requiring an ch an ges to the data protection hub software.
[0 5 ]

Embodiments of the invention provide for the additional technical advantage of

facilitating migration of protected data between client computers and applications.
protection fo
fro

If data

each application is managed separately, then in order to migrate protected date

a first application to

second application, the data may b transformed to unprotected data

by the first application, transmitted to the second application, and re-protected by the second
application. This is inefficient, because it requires de-protecting and r -protecting the data and is
insecure because fee dat is- ran sm tted in an unprotected state. Alternately, the for a of the
protected data and any secret information (e.g., encryption or decryption keys, mappings
between tokens and data values, etc.) may be transmitted with the protected data to the second
application.

However, this is also inefficient because a mapping

and insecure because

transmitting the secret information may b a security liability.
§§5 ]

For example, a first application may encrypt authentication data using the

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), and a second application may encrypt authentication data
using the Data Encryption Standard (DBS). If authentication data is to be shared between the

applications, both applications may be configured t -parse data encrypted using either algorithm.
This increases software complexity and data storage requirements.
$952

In contrast, embodiments of the invention enable secure and efficient migration of

protected data.

some embodiments, a first application may send a data migration request

message to a data protection hub indicating the data to migrate. Then, the first application may
send the protected data to the second application.

Subsequently, the second application .may use

the protected data, for example by sending the protected data to the data protection hub for
deproiection.

Thus, security is maintained because any secret information remains at rest at the

data protection hub. Further, th protected data does not need to depro e ted a d re-protected,
improving the efficiency of the process.

|0053|

The above examples highlight only a few of the advantages of protecting data at a

data protection hub using a data pr otection policy.
I.

Exemplary Data Protection Hub Systems

}βθ54]

A system 1 0 fo -use of a data protection hub can be seen in FIG I . Th -system

0 includes a client computer
computer
computer

4, e

1

, client computer

cations network

-B

2, client computer € 103, client

0 5, data protection

ub 200, and hub management

7. A s shown, data protection hub 200 may be in communication

client computers

, 102, 103, 104 and. ma service the requests to and fro

computers. Communications network
computers

~1

with each o f the
these client

5 may facilitate data transmissions between client

04 and data- protection hub 200. Ghent computers 101-

4 may run one or more

applications, which may connect to data protection hu 200 in order to perform various data
protection services, such as protection of unprotected data, deproiection of protected data, and
data migration..
[8055]

A suitable .communications network. 1.05 may be any one and/or the combination

of the following: a direct interconnection; the internet; a Local Area Network (LAN); a
Metropolitan Area Network (MAN); an Operating Missions as Nodes on the Internet (OMNI); a
secured custo

connection; a Wide Area Network (WAN); a wireless network (e.g., employing

protocols such as, but not limited to a Wireless Application Protocol (WAP), - o e, and/or the
like); and/or the like.
[ 056

FIG. 2 shows one potential embodiment of a data protection hub 200. As

depicted n FIG. % the data protection hub 20 may comprise several implantation layers, such
as data protection abstraction interface 2 i 0, policy decision layer 220. service layer 230, data
layer 240, and infrastructure layer 250. Data protection hub 200 may also comprise
management interface 20 , a policy management engine 202, and a reso urce management engine
260 The various layers, interfaces, an engines may be embodied by computer code, residing
on computer readable media.
[0057]

Data protection abstraction interface 2

may comprise one or more APIs,

protocols, or sc en a used by client computers t send data protection requests data
deprotection requests, data migration requests, or other communication.
abstraction interface

Data protection

may be configured to parse and process such communication.

addition, data protection abstraction interface

n.

ay be used to sen protected data,

unprotected data, or other data t o the. various client computers such as client computer 101. Data
protection abstraction interface. 2

may typically comprise one or more networking or

communication apparatuses whic -enabie- the data protection hub 200 to communicate with
communications network 1 5. Typically, data protection requests and data deproteetlon requests
from a client computer 1
f( 5 8 |

may b forwarded to policy decision layer 220 for further processing.

Polic decision layer 220 may comprise- rogram logic or other software

configured to determine a data protection in accordance with

-a

data protection policy. Policy

decision layer 220 ma determine policy parameters for a data proteciion request and
communicate with policy .management engine 202 to determine the corresponding data
protection transformation. In some embodiments, policy decision layer 220 ma determine a
module n sen-ice layer 230 to be used.
5

Service layer 230 may comprise

plurality of service modules configured to

provide various data protection, deproteetlon, or migration services.
[ 06 ]

For example, hashing as a service module 2

unprotected data. Hashing as a service module 2

ma b configured to hash

interface with hashing engine 25 . Hashing

may refer to any algorithm or function that takes as i put data and returns a fixed-size b t siring
(i.e., a hash), or as otherwise known in the art. In various embodiments., hashing may be
performed using 8HA-2, MD5, bcrypi. B o fi sh or any other suitable method. Fo example, a
user's password (e.g., "hunter!") may be hashed o generate a trusted hash (e.g.,

"a3b 9 9 b d2 . Subsequently, a password entered by the user may be compared to the
trusted hash in order authenticate the user, n some embodiments, hashing as a service module

23 may be implemented in accordance with the method described in FIG. 7 .
| 0 i|

Data migration as a service module 232 may be configured to perform data

migration operations on unprotected data. Data migration may include any process n which
protected data is migrated from a first computing device to a second computing device, such tha
the second computing device may operate the data protection hub to perform data deproteetion

transformations on the protected data. For example, data migration as a service -module 232 may
be used t migrate a sensitive user account database between a first client computer and a second

client computer. In some embodiments, data migration as a service module 232 ma be
implemented in accordance with FIG, 14.
Data masking as a service module 233 may be configured to perform masking of
unprotected data.Data masking may refer to any algorithm or method for de eon ex is g or
removing sensitive information from input data, or as otherwise know in the art. In some
embodiments, sensitive data ma be masked by removing parts or elements of the data. For
example, a standard 16-digit credit card personal .account number

A S) (e.g., '4061-724G:

6172-4061") may be masked by removing the seventh digit through the twelfth digit (e .g.,
4061-72XX-XXXX 4

) Thus, an attacker would not b ab e to cause harm with the

remaining digits. In addition, in some embodiments, sensitive data may be protected by movin
the data to a different context. For example, a PAN, account expiration date, and card
verification value (e.g., CVV2) may b de-contexied by appending the CVV2 to an address- field
associated w th the car holder. Thus, an attacker not knowi ng the new context of d e data
would not be able
[ 063

to.

understand the de ontex

data.

n some embodiments, dat masking as a service module 233 may communicate

with policy decision layer 220 to determine sensitive data fields in the unprotected data, n

addition, data masking as a service module 233 may use se

bmg/ n asking engine 252 to mask

the unprotected data. In some embodiments, data masking as a service module 23 may be
implemented n accordance w it F G . 8 .

64

Tokenization as a service module 234 may be configured to perform tokenization

o -unprotected data and detokenization of protec ted data,Tokenizatio.a may include substituting a
sensitive data element with a non-sensitive element an saving a mapping between the elements,
or as otherwise known in the art. An authorized user may subsequently perform detokenization
to retrieve he sensitive data using the token.

|0 5|

Any suitable data may b

"4061-7240-6172-4061")

keni ed. For example, a sensitive

~digl PAN (e.g..

may be tokenized to produce a token (e.g., a349ha0530a4l

9083").

In some circumstances, the token may be used as a substitute for the PAN. For example, a user
may use the token in order t pay tor a transaction instead of providing the PAN. A trusted
party , such as the issuer associated with the PAN, may subsequently detokenize the data to
retrieve the PAN and process th payment transaction.
[ 06 6

In some embodiments, tokenization as a service module 233 may communicate

with policy decision layer 220 in order to determine a tokenization format for the protected data.
In addition, tokenization as a service module 234 ma use token generator 253 to generate
cryp ograp ica ! secure tokens. A mapping between token

nd the unprotected data may be

stored in data storage 24 . In some embodiments, tokenization as a servic module 234 may be
implemented in accordance with F Gs. 9 and 12.
W

Encryption as a service module 2

ay be configured to perform encryption o

unprotected data and decryption of protected data. Encryption may include any encoding of
information so that unauthorized users cannot read it,

t authorized users can, or as otherwise

known in the art. In various embodiments of the invention, encryption may be perform using
symmetric keys, or public/private key pairs. For example,a user's date of birth (e.g., "1/2/1934")
may be encrypted using an encryption key to produce encrypted data (e.g. , 0x34A69F), so that
the encrypted data may be unreadable. An authorized user may then decrypt the data, so that the
date of birth is readable.

[©068]

Encryption as a service module 235

ay communicate with policy decision layer

220 to determine a encryption format for the protected data and generate an encryption key.

n

addition, encryption as a service -module 235 may encrypt the unprotected data using crypto
provider 254. Encryption as a service module 235 may store the encryption key using key
manager 242.

n some embodiments, encryption as a service module 235 may be implemented

in accordance with FIGs.

[8069!

and

3.

Data layer 240 may be configured to store any data relating to the operation of

data protection hub. Data layer 240 may comprise a data storage module 2

and a key manager

module 242,
[0 70]

Dat storage module 2 1 may store any suitable data stored by dat protection

hub 200. For example, in various embodiments of the invention, data storage module 2

may

store data relating to the data protection policy, transformation data pa a eters mappings
between tokens and unprotected data, protected data, or any other suitable data
Key manager 242 may fee configured to store and retrieve any suitable data
relating to encryption keys. For example, key .manager 242 may store symmetric keys,
public/private key pairs, or key used to generate a keyed bash. In som embodiments, key
manager 242 may manage one or more keys stored in secure key store 256. I such
embodiments, key manager 242 may retrieve a key from a secure key store 256 when requested
b fee service layer 230.
O

infrastructure layer 250 may comprise any software or hardware- elements used to

perform data protection operations.

For examp le infrastructure layer .250 may comprise a

bashing engine .25-1, scrubbing/masking

engine 252. token generator module 253, rypt provider

module 254, true random number generator (T- N G module 255, o -Secure- -key store- 56.

[0073]

Hashing engine 251 may comprise any software or hardware element used to

perform hashing operations. For example, hashing engine 2 5
graphics processing unit (G PG

ay comprise a general-purpose

) or a CPU running hashing software, or specialized hardware

configured to perform hashing operations. Typically, hashing as a service module 23 may
communicate with hashing engine 25 in order to compute

a . hash

value n a given format.

0 74

Scrubbing/masking

engine 252 may comprise any software or hardware

used to perform scrubbing or masking of unprotected data. Typically, scrubbing/masking-

e gi e

252 may mask sensitive data fields specified by data masking as a service module 233.
[0075)
used to

Token generator module 253 may comprise any software or hardware element
keni e unprotected data. For example, token generator 253 may comprise a physical

device configured to generate a sequence of cryptographic

tokens.

Alternately, tokens may be

generated by software running in the data protection hub 200. Typically, token generator module
253 may generate a token used b y assigned to an unprotected data value by tokenization

as a

sendee module 234.
[ 076

Crypto provider module 254 .may comprise any software or hardware element

used to perform cryptographic

operations.

comprise a secure cryptoprocessor

For example, crypto provider module 254 may

such as a trusted platform module (TPM).

Crypto provider

module 254 may be operable to .generate- keys, .encrypt or decrypt data, cryptographieally
data, or any other suitable operation.
in communication

In some em bo dim ents crypto provider module 254 may b e .

with various other elements in fee infrastructure

engine 25 (e.g., when computing an

hash

layer 250, such. s hashing

M A C) T- NG provider 255 (e.g., when generating a

random key), or.-secure key store 256 (e.g., when decrypting data using a key stored in the secure
key store). Typi al

.crypto provider module 254 may ma be used b encryption as a service

module 235 to- encrypt unprotected data or decrypt protected data, or by hashing as -a service
to compute hash-based message authentication
|0077|

codes

.23:1

M AC s) ,

T rue random number generator ( T-RNG) provider 255 may comprise -any

-software or hardware element used to generate random or pseudorandom
T-RNG provider may comprise

numbers,. For example,

hard ware random- number generator th a generates random

numbers from a physical phenomenon.

In some embodiments

of the invention, T-RNG provider

may be used by crypto provider module 254 or secure ke store 256 in order to ensure that a
generated key is statistically random.
[00781

Secure key store 256

ay comprise any software or hardware element to store

cryptographic

keys. Far example, secure key store 256 may comprise a hardware security

.module (HSM) operable to manage and store cryptographic

keys.

some embodiments

of the

invention, secure key store 256 and crypto provider 254 may be integrated, so that cryptographic
operations using keys stored in secure key store 256 may be performed

crypto provider

254. Typically, secure key store 256 may be used b encryption as a service module 235 to store
encryption keys, or by tokenization as a service module 234 to store tokemzation root keys.
[

79]

some embodiments of the invention the various elements in infrastructure

layer 250 may be duplicated. For example, the number of crypto- providers 254 and secure key
stores 256 may be scale depending on the number of keys stored by dat protection hub 200.
[0080]

Data protection hub 200 may also comprise

management interface 201, a policy

management engine 202,
1]

Management interface 2

may comprise any suitable AP I, protocol, or s

m

used by a hu management computer 10 to interface with data protection hub 200. For
example, management interface 2

may comprise a web.interface such as a we site, a console,

or a management API.
[0 82]

Policy management engine 202

ay be configured to manage data protection

policy settings associated with the data protection hub 200. Data protection policies may include
any suitable procedures that are used to determine a dat protection transformation for
unprotected data. For example, the dat protection olicy ma be used to- determine an
appropriate data protection

s

for a user's password (e.g., bashing), a user's social

security number (e.g., encryption), or a user s credit card number (e.g., tokenization). The data
protection polic may also indicate the algorithms used o perform th data protection
transformation (e.g, AES, SHA-256,
[0083]

SA, etc.).

In some embodiments, the data protection policy may be determined usin

"policy parameters.'

*

In various embodiments of the invention, policy parameters may Indicate a

sensitivity of the unprotected data, a use case for the unprotected data, or a size of the
unprotected data. For example, highly sensitive data such as a user's social security number -may
be encrypted with a 2048-bit key, whereas less sensitive data such as the user's first name may
be encrypted with a 5 12-bit key. In another example, unprotected data which is intended to b
sent over u r s ed networks may be tokenized and stored at the data protection hub for
recovery.

|

Policy

4]

anage ent engine 202 may be parse a data protection policy file a d

publish a policy schema comprising policy parameters to be used by client computers.
K

Resource m anagemen t engine 26 may be configured to manage access to

J

computing resources for various layers, services, modules, a d other elements

the data

protection hub 200. In some embodiments, the data protection hub may be deployed to a cloud
or virttt a

ed environment, so that layers and/or modules may be implemented using virtual-

machines- (VMs). In such embodiments, resource management engine 260 may be used to
ensure each element has sufficient resources to operate. For example, if a V M comprising the
encryption- as a service module 235 is being heavily utilized, resource management engine 260
may increase the number of cores or amount ma n memory allotted to the VM. Alternately,
resource management engine 260 may spawn another instance of the V M so that utilization of
the encryption as a service module 235 may he split among the VMs,
Resource management engine 260 may also be responsible for managing physical

[®I 8 |

hardware or other infrastructure associated with the data protection hub 200. Fo exa ple if theS s implementing the secure k e store 256 a e approaching maximum capacity, resource
management engine 260 may mov VMs to physical servers -with empty

S s or may indicate

to IT or other personnel that additional HSMs need to be procured.
Exemplary Federated Hub Systems
7|

In some embodiments of the invention, the data protection hu 200 may be

distributed across multiple network environments.

For example, data protection hu 200 may

service client computers in different network tiers, subnets, or contained inside different
firewalls. In such embodiments, the same data protection hub 200 may be federated; one or
more instantiations of the data protection hub 200 may be ru locally t a network environment,
so that the instantiation services local client computers. The federated instantiations may
maintain communication with each other, so that data may be synchronized between the
instantiations.

Thus, the federated instantiations of th dat protection hub 20 may behave like

a single data protection hub 200 while providing local access to client computers n different
network environments.

FIG, 3 shows one potential embodiment o a federated data protection

[9088]

ob The

federated data protection hub comprises data protection hub A 313, dat protection hub B 323,
data protection hub C 333, and data protection hub D 343. In some embodiments, each data
protection hub instantiation 313, 323, 333, and 343 may have the structure described for FIG. 2,
and the descriptions are herein incorporated. Each data protection hub instantiation in
communication with a corresponding client computer and is enclosed in
firewall. For example, firewall A 3

.

Includes client computer

separate network

2 and data protection hub 3

.

n addition, each data protection hub instantiation is hi communication with the other
instantiations.
Exemplary Data Protection Policy Methods
08 ]

FIG. 4 shows a method for a dat protection hub 200 to receive and p cess a data

protection policy. The method of FIG. 4 may typically be performed any time the data
protection policy is to be changed.
At step 401 hub management computer

6 defines

data protection policy file.

A data protection policy file may include a data i e used to store a data protection policy . The
management computer

6:may define the data protection policy file using any suitable

means For example, the data protection policy f le may be defined in accordance with one or

more industry standards or governmental regulations. In some embodiments, a data protection
policy file may indicate a conditional relationship between various policy parameters and a
corresponding data protection transformation. An exemplary data protection policy is

in

FIG. 5.
J

FIG. 5 shows a flow chart illustrating an exemplary data proiection policy 500.

The data protection policy 500 comprises a plurality of conditional expressions 5

507 used to

determme a plurality of data protection transformations 508-513, T e data protection policy may
e used to determine a data protection transformation based on policy parameters associated with
data to be protected. An exemplary evaluation of the data protection policy 500 is shown below.
[0092]

At conditional step 5

, data protection hub 200 determines if the data to be

protected is personal account information. As used herein, "'personal account info

at o

5

may

include data relating to

account operated by a user. Fo example, for a credit card account,

personal account information may include a primary account number (PAN), an expiration date
of a credit card, and a name printed on the card. If the data to be protected is personal account
information, the flow proceeds to ste 504, Otherwise, the .f ow proceeds to step 502.
[0 93J

At conditional step 504, data protection hub 200 determines if the data needs to be

re-presented. As use herein, data needs to be "re-presented" if the original, unprotected data
must be derivable from the protected data. For example, an application may store a user's social
security number i order to verify that the social security number on file matches a number
provided by a user, In mis ease, the user's social security number may not need to be re¬
presented, since the actual value of the SSN does not need to be known to perform verification.
In contrast, a card's expiration date may need to be re-presentable so that a new card can be
printed and mailed n advance of the expiration date of the existing card. If the data to be
protected does not eed to be re-presented, at step 508 the data protection transformation is
determined to be hashing using the S A-2 hashing algorithm

Otherwise, the l o -proceeds to

step 507.
At conditional ste 507, data protection hub 200 determines if the data will be
transferred over a u tr sted network,
network, then at step

f the data wil not b transferred over an un r sted

9 the data protection transformation i s determined to be encryption using

a symmetric key. Otherwise, at step 510 the data protection -transformation is determined t be
tokenization.
[00-95]

At conditional step .502, data protection hub 20 determines if the data is

personally identifiable informati on As used herein, "personally identifiable information' * (PH.)
may refer o information that may be used to identify a user but may not be unique t the
account For example, a home address or phone number associated with an account may be
since multiple accounts

,

ay share the sa e home address or phone number. If the data t be

protected is personally identifiable information, the flow proceeds to step 505 Otherwise, the
flo

proceeds to step 503,

[0096

At conditional step 505, data protection computer 200 determines if th data to be

protected can be de-contexted. As used herein, data may be de eontex ed if parts of the data

. ay be .removed so that the data is no longer sensitive. For example, a 9-digit social security

number may be de-contexted by keeping only the last four digits. If the data to be protected can
be deeofttexted, at step 5

fe

data protection transformation is- determined to be data masking.

Otherwise the flow proceeds to step 507. as described above.
At conditional step 503. data protection computer 200 determines if the data is

[8097]

sensitive authentication data. As used herein, "sensitive authentication data" may Include any
data which is used to verify the authenticity of a user. Examples of sensitive authentication data
may include passwords, password recovery questions a d answers, and secret keys, f the data to
be protected is sensitive authentication data the flow proceeds to step 506. Otherwise, at step

514 the data is kept

cleartext, because it is not sensitive.

At conditional step 506, data protection computer 200 determines f the data

9

protection transformation -should b reversible. As used herein, a "reversible transformation"
generates protected data front unprotected data, wherein the protected data

a be used to derive

the: unprotected data. Examples of irreversible or substantially rreversi e data protection

transformations may include one-way i.e., cryptographic) hashing and data masking. Examples
of reversible data protection transformations may include encryption a d o e

ati on. In one

embodiment, a data protection policy ma specify that a data protection transformation should be
irreversible f a compromise of the unprotected data would be considered a secret only known to
the

For example, it is generally accepted practice for &user's password to e secret to a

user: thus, the password can be protected with an irreversible transformation. However a user's
password recovery security question may not be considered secret to the user; as such, the
recovery question may be protec ted with a reversible transformation.

the transformation

should be . Irreversible, a step 5 3 the data protection transformation i determined to be hashing
using the crypt algorithm. Otherwise, a step 514, the data protection transformation is
determined to
[0099J

encryption using a public key associated with the user.
It should

noted tha the exemplary data protection policy 500 shown in F G. 5

s intended to be descriptive but not limiting. For example, dat protection policies may

comprise any suitable number and or type of conditions and data protection transformations for
processing data. The types and numbers of conditions and transformations may be arbitrarily

chosen by the user. In addition, data protection policies do not need to be. represented as flow
charts; they may be structured as tables, decision trees, using program code, or any in any other
suitable format.
[0190]

Returning o FIG 4, at step 402 hub management computer

protection policy

06 sends the data

e to data protection hub 200 using a hub management interface 201. For

example, in some embodiments, management interface 2

may comprise a web interface such

as a web site connected to by client computer 101. Client computer 101 may use the website to
define the data protection policy file, or upload the data protection policy file to the website.
|

1|

At step 403 data protection hub 200 parses the data protection policy f le to

determine a data protection policy.

some embodiments, the data protection policy f le may

comprise an XML schema. In such embodiments, the XML schem may be parsed using any
suitable means, such. s a

uery or another XML parsing library. The data protection policy

may be integrated into policy management engine 202 and/or policy decision layer 220, s that
any subsequent dat -protection and deprotection may be

accordance with the data protection

po y.
[0102}

At step 404, data protection hub 200 retransforms. protected data using the

determined data protection policy. Retransformation of the protected data may include ensuring
that existing protected data i protected in accordance with the. new data protection policy. For
example, in

e embodiments, data protection hub 200 may retrieve data stored in data storage

module 241 and o key manager module 242. n one example, a new data protection policy may
specify that encrypted data -should be protected using 1024-bit length keys- instead of 12-bit
lengt keys a specified by the previous data protection policy. Accordingly, at step 404, data
protection .hub 200 may retrieve and decrypt protected data stored in data storage module -2
using 512-bit length keys stored in key manager 242, Data protection hub 200 may .then
generate new 024-bit length encryption keys, re-encrypt the decrypted data, and store the
encrypted data in data storage 241. Data protection hub 200 may also replace each 512-bit key
with a corresponding
3

024-bit key i key manager 242.

A step 405, data protection hub 200 publishes a policy schema comprising policy

parameters. The policy schem may include any specification, model, or format used to indicate

the policy parameters associated with a data protection policy. For example, a policy schema
may indicate in an XML schema the policy parameters that may be used in. accordance with the
data protection policy 500. The XML schema may be published (e.g., made available

o client

computers such as client computers 101-104) using a y suitable method. For example, dat
protection hub 200 may host the XML -schema using a we interface (e.g., a web server).
Alternately, wrapper source files, client stubs (e.g,, using the SOAP framework), APIs, or
libraries may b provided to client computers 1

-

in order to indicate policy parameters

associated with the data protection policy .
4|

.f

Policy parameters for the exemplary data protection policy 500

ay include

logical values (e.g., yes or so) for some or all of the conditionals 501-507. For example, policy
parameters may be used to indicate whether unprotected data sent to th data protection hub 200
is personal account. information, whether ihe np o ected data needs to be re-presented, or
whet her die unprotected data wi be transferred over an untrusted network.
specified by a client computer

Policy para ete r

may be sufficient for dat protection hub 200 to determine a

data protection transformation fo the unprotected data.
|01©S|

In som embodiments, fee policy schema may specify

e or more subsets of

conditionals, wherein each subset comprises; enough conditionals to determine a data protection
transforma tion. For example, If client computer 101 indicates in policy parameters that
unprotected data is not personal account information, is personally identifiable Information, and
ca be. de-contexted, . then the client computer 101 may not also need to indicate whether the data
will be transferred over an untrusied network (e.g., beca use the latter indication would not affect
the determined data protection transiOrmation).
policy schema to determine- fe

Accordingly, client computer

0 1 may use th

necessary policy parameters t send to data protection hub 20

for some unprotected data.
IV
[0 1
200.

Exemplary Data Protection Methods
FIG. 6 shows a method

00 for generating protected data at a data protection hub

[

At step 601, a client computer

7}

101 sends a data protection request message to the

data protection h b 200 including unprotected data and policy parameters.

In one example, a

client computer 101. may transmit the data protection request message for a user's credit card
number. In some embodiments, the credit card number may be present with a plurality of other
payment card numbers of other users. The request message may include policy parameters
indicating that the unprotected data is personal account information, needs to be represented, and
wil be transferred over a personal network,
f

A t step 602, data protection ho 20 determines a data protection transformation

i

using the policy parameters,

in some embodiments, policy decision layer 220 may be used to

determine the data protection transformation.
above for step 6

, and exemplary data protection policy 500, data protection

determine the data protection
|0i

l

For the example policy parameters described
ub 200 may

n¾s rmation to be to eni aii on .

At step 603, data protection hub 200 performs the determined data protection

transformation on the unprotected data to generate protected data in some embodiments, the
dat protection transformation may b e performed using an appropriate component of service
layer 2.30 of data protection hub 200. For example, if the data protection transfomj.atipn is
tokenizationon

a credit card number, at step

3 . tok

a ion as a service module 234 may use

token generator module 253 to generate a secure token,
0

0]

At ste 604, data protection hub 200 stores transformation data parameters

associated with the data protection transformation,

some embodiments, the transformation

data parameters may be stored i data layer 240 For example, if th data protection
transformation is tokenization on a credit card number, at step 604 tokenization as a service
module 234 may store a mapping between the credit card number and th secure token in data
storage module 2
[0.1

j

computer

.

At step 605, data protection hub 200 sends the protected data to the client
1. n some embodiments, the protected data may be transmitted using data

protection abstraction interface

0 . For example, if the protected data is a secure token, data

protection hub 200 may send the secure token to client computer

0 12]

It should be note that method 600 is intended to be descriptive and non-limiting.

For example, Instead of or in addition to sending the protected data to client computer 101 at step
605, data protection hub 200 may store the protected data. Client computer

1 may

subsequently request the protected dat .
[61131

addition, a data protection request message

ay comprise multiple elements of

unprotected data, each of which may be associated with different policy parameters. For

example, a data protection request message may comprise three data fieids: a user's credit card
number, email address, and password, and separate policy parameters for each of the data fieids.
|0

:4 |

F Gs. 7-

described below show exemplary methods for transforming

unprotected data- to protected data n the form of hashes, masked data, tokens, a d encrypted

data, respectively.

some embodiments, the .method of

protection hu 200 determines

3s.

7-

may be performed after data

data protection transformation t perform on the unprotected

data (e.g., after step 602 i F G. 6).
]

FIG. 7 shows a method for generating protected data by hashing th unprotected

data.
[ 11 ]

A t ste 701, data protection hub 200 determines the data protection

transformation for the unprotected data to he hashing.. As used herein, "hashing" may refer to
any algorithm o function that takes .as input data and returns a fixed-size it strin ( .e , a hash),
or as otherwise- known hi the art
f

At ste 7 2, data protection hob 200 determines a hashing algorithm and salt

-

using the policy parameters.

n some embodiments of the- invention, a data protection policy

may specify a hashing algorithm or salting methodology to use for. the unprotected data. For
example data protection polic 500 shown i FIG. 5 specifies hashing using the SHA-2 or
cy rpt hashing algorithms, depending on the policy parameters associated with the unprotected

data.

f

]

At step 70 , data protection hub 200 determines the hash of the unprotected data

using the hashing algorithm and salt. In some embodiments, data protection hu 200 ma use
hashing as a service module 2 3 and .hashing engine 251 to perform hashing operations.

[0119]

At step 704, data protection hu 200 stores the hashing algorithm a

sal used to

generate the hash. In some embodiments, the hashing algorithm and salt may be stored n data
layer 240, such as in data storage module 2

. The hashing algorithm an salt

ay be

considered transformation data parameters associated with the protected data.
[0120]

At step 705, data protection hub 200 sends the hash to client computer.

[3121]

The method of FIG. 7 may performed for any suitable unprotected data * data

protection policy, and hashing algorithm,

n one example, data protection hub 200 may be used

to determine the data protection transformation for a user's password of "abc 23 . At step 702,
in accordance with the data protection policy 500, the hashing algorithm may be determined to
be bcrypt, since password is sensitive authentication data and the transformation should be
irreversible. At step 703, data protection hub 200 compute s th hash of "abc 123" (e.g.,
S2a$

W8 SOMEe' DGb"). At step 704, data protection hub 200 stores transformation data

parameters ncl ding an indication that bcrypt was used as the hashing algorithm in data storage
module 24 . At step 70S, data protection huh 20 sends the hash to client computet
computer 1

may then, for example, store the hash i a password database.

[0122]

FIG-.

shows a

1. Client

ethod for generating protected data by masking the unprotected

data.
31

At step 801, data protection hub 200 determines- the data protection

transformation for the unprotected data to be data masking. As used herein, "data masking" may
refer to any algorith

or method for. de-contexiing -or removing sensitive- information from input

data, or as otherwise known in the art

a some embodiments, sensiti ve data may be masked b

re oving parts or elements of the data. For example, a standard 16-digit credit card personal
account number (PAN) (e.g.* "4 0

- 24 -

7 -4

" may be masked by removing the seventh

digit through the twelfth digit (e.g., '"4061 -72XX-XXXX-406

Thus, an attacker would not be

able to cause harm with the remaining digits. In addition, in some embodiments, sensitive data
may be protected by moving the data to a different context. For example, a PAN, account
expiration date -and card verification value (e.g., CVV2) may be de-eoniexied by appending the
CVV2- to an address field associated with the card holder. Thus, art attacker .not knowing the

ne

context of the data would not be able to understand the de-contexted data.

124 J

At step 802. data protection hub 20 determines sensitive data fields to be masked

using the policy parameters. For example, policy parameters may indicate that the unprotected

data is a social security number. Accordingly, data protection hub 200 may determine that the
first fi ve digits of the social security number are sensitive, but the last four digits are less

sensitive
[ 125]

At step 803, data protection hub 200 masks the sensitive data fields of the

unprotected dat to generate masked data. The masked data may comprise a shortened form of
the unprotected data or

ay keep the same length but have placeholder data insetted For

example, for the social security number "123-45-6789", the masked, protected data may

comprise "XXX~XX~6789% or si ply "6789".
26

At step 804, data protection hub 200 sends the masked data to the client computer

101.

[0127]

FIG. 9 shows a method for generating protected data b to er i ng the

unprotected data,
(01 8]

At ste 9

, data protection hub 200 determines the dat protection

transformation to be tokeniza

n. As used herein, * okeni at on may include substituting a

sensitive data element with a non-sensitive element and saving a mapping between the elements,
or as otherwise known i the art. An authorized user may subsequently detok

ize the token to

retrieve the sensitive data.
129

At step 902, dat protection hub 200 determines a tokenization algorithm and

format using policy parameters associated with the unprotected data. The

e

a ion algorithm

may include an algorithm to generate statistically random data sequences, or an indication of
token generator hardware 253 t use to generate a token. Th iokenization format may comprise
any information used to determine the format of the token, such as the length of the token, the
encoding of the token, the character set used to represent the token, etc.
[0130]

At step 903 , data protection hub 200 generates a token using the tokemzation

algorithm. T he token may be generated using software resident on the dat protection hub 200, a
hardware token generator 253 , a combination of the two, or using any other suitable method

At step 904, data protection hub 200 stores a mapping between the token a d the

[§ 3

unprotected data. In some embodiments, th mapping may be stored in data storage module 241
The mapping may be used to retrieve a token associated with some unprotected data or to
retrieve unprotected data associated with a token.
[0132]

At step 905, data protection hub 20 sends the token t the client computer

[0133]

Any suitable data may be iokenized. For example, a sensitive !6 digit PAN (e.g.,

"40

-7240-

2-40

'*)

.

ay be tokenized to produce a token (e.g., a349 a 530a4 . 1.69083").

in some circumstances, the token may he used as a substitute for the PAN. For example, a user
may use the token i order to pay for a transaction instead of providing the PAN.
|

34

FIG. 10 shows a method for generating protected data by encrypting the

unprotected data.
[0135]

At step

. dat protection hub 200 determines the data protection

transformation for the unprotected to be encryption. As used herein, ^encryption" may include
any encoding of information s that unauthorized users canno t read it, but authorized users can,
or as otherwise known in the art In various embodiments of the invention, encryption may be
perform usin symmetric keys, or public/pri vate key pairs.
[0136]

At step 1002, data protection. hub 200 determines an encryption algorithm and

encryption key using policy parameters associated with the unprotected data, in som
embodiments of the invention, a dat protec tio policy may specify an encryption algorithm
associated with policy parameters. For example, data protection policy 500 shown in FIG. 5
specifies encryption using a Symmetric key or a public key, depending on the policy parameters
associated with the unprotected data. The determined encryption algori thm ma comprise a key
length, a method of key generation, a method of encrypting data, or any other informati on used
to generate a key and encrypt data

n some embodiments, data protection huh 200 may generate

an encryption key using encryption as a service module 235 and/or crypto provider module 254.
[0 37]

At step 1003, data protection hu 200 encrypts the unprotected data using the

encryption key to generate protected data. The unprotected data may be encrypted using

software resident on the data protection hub 200 » a hardware crypto provider 254, a combination
of the two or using any other suitable method.
A t step

[ 138]

04, data protection hub 20 stores the encryption-algorithm and

encryption key used to generate the encrypted data h some embodiments, the encryption
algorithm

ay be stored using data storage module 241, and the encryption key may be stored

using key manager 242.
At step 1005 data protection hub 200 sends the encrypted data to the client

0139]

computer 1
V.
§14 ]

Exen p iar Data
FIG

eproteetio Methods

shows a method

0 for deprotectmg data using a data protection hub

200. n some embodiments, the method of FIG.

may be -performed after data protection hu

200 protects unprotected data (e.g., after the method of FIG, 6).
[01.41]

At ste

101, a client computer 0 1 sends a data deprotection request to data

protection hub .200 including protected data and client credentials. The protected dat may
include any data that ha been protecte d by a data protection hub, typically by using a data
protection transformation. Client credentials may include -any data provided by client computer
101 which allows data protection hub 200 to veri t that client computer 101 is authorized to

deprotect the protected data, such as a user

e and password, a -digital signature, etc.

[ 142J

At step

2 data protection hub 20 validates the client credentials.

[ΘΙ 43

At. step 103. data protection hub 200 retrieves transformation data parameters

associated with the protected data. The transformation data parameters may typically include
any data used t deprotect the protected data. For example, if the protected data is encrypted,
then transformation data parameters may include a decryption key. if the protected data is a
token, the transformation data parameters may include a mapping associating the token with the
unprotected data. In some embodiments of the invention, the transformation dat parameters
may be retrieved from dat storage module 241.

|

44j

At step

04, data protection hub 200 determines a data deprotection

transformation using transformation data parameters. The data deprotection transformation may
include any transformation of protected data to unprotected data, such that the unprotected data
was used to generate the protected data. For the example, if the data was protected using
encryption, the data deprotection transformation may be a decryption operation.
014Sj

A step

5 data protection hub 20 performs the data deprotection

transformation using the transformation dat parameters. I some embodiments, the data
deprotection transformation may be performed using an appropriate component of service layer
230 of data protection hub 200. For example, f the data deprotection transformation is
decryption, at step

5 encryption as a service module 2

may be use to decrypt the protected

data.

At .step

» data

protection hub 200 sends the unprotected data to the client

computer 101.
fit 4

FIGs.

2 and 13 described below show exemplary methods for transforming

protected data in the form of tokens or encrypted dat to deprotected data. n some
embodiments, the method of FIGs.

and 3 may b performed after data protection h b 200

determines a data deprotect n transformation fo the protected data (e.g., after step 104),
4

FIG.

shows a method fo retrieving unprotected data associated with a token

using a data protection hub 200.
014¾
5 }

At step 12

data protection hub 200 determines the protected data is a token..

At step 202, data protection hub 200 retrieves unprotected data associated with

the token. In some embodiments, data protection hub 200 may retrieve the unprotected data

using a mapping associating the token to the unprotected data that may be retrieved using data
storage module 241.
[0151

computer 101.

At step 1203, data protection hub 200 sends the unprotected data to client

0152|

FIG. 3 shows a method for decrypting protected data usin a data protection hub

200.
[

3]

At step 130 , data protection hub 200 determines the protected data is encrypted.

4]

A step 1302, data protection hub 200 retrieves a decryption algorithm and ke

associated with the protected data.

n some embodiments, data protection hub 200 may retrieve

the decryption key using key manager 242. At step 1303, data protection hub 200 decrypts the
protected data using the decryption key to determine the unprotected data.
At step

[0155]

computer 1
V
Ot 56]

04, data protection hub 200 sends the unprotected data to client

.

Exemplary Data Migration Methods
FIG. 4 shows a method o r migrating protected data using a data protection hub

200. In softie embodiments of the invention, the method descri bed for FIG. 4 may be used
w t the system described i FIG. 3. n some embodiments, each data protection hub instantiation
3 3, 323·» 333, and 343 may have the structure described for FIG. 2, and the descriptions- are
he in incorporated.

| 1.5 | .

At step 1401, a client computer A

data protection hub A

2 sends a data migration request message to a

3 inc luding an indication of the data to migrate. A data migration

.request message may be sent by client computer A

to request accessibility of protected data

associated with the client computer A 312 from a client -computer B 323, such that the client
computer

323 may operate a data protection hub to perform data deprotection transformations

on the protected data,
[0

8]

I some embodiments of the invention, the indicati o of data to migrate may

compose protected or unprotected data. In other embodiments, the indication may include an
index, tag, or other information sufficient to identify protected data. Thus, the entirety of the
protected data need not be transmitted to data protection hub A 313.

At step 402, data protection hub A 3 3 determines transformation data

[ 159

parameters associated with the indicated data. I some embodiments of the invention, the
transformation data parameters may be retrieved s

data storage module 2

At step 403 data protection hub A 313 sends the determined transformation data

0 60]

parameters to data protection hub B 323. Data protection hub A 3

may send the

transformation data parameters to data protection hub B 323, if, for example, data protection hub
323 is closer in proximity to client computer B 322. The transformation data parameters may

be associated with client computer B 322, so that credentials use by client computer B 322

serve to authenticate and authorize deprotection of the migrated data. At ste

a

1404, data

protection hub B 323 stores the transformation data parameters.
[

At step 405, client computer A 3 2 sends the protected data to client computer

61]

322. n some- embodiments of the invention, the protected data may be sent from client computer
A3

to client computer B 322 without passing through a data protection hub, such as. through

an n u ted channel. This does not compromise the security of the data because it i protected,
and any secret

b rmati n .(e g .decryption. keys) required to deprote

th -data are not

transmitted- t step 1405.. Thus the efficiency of dat migration is improved.
[0 62]

After the method completes, client computer

y sending a data deprotection request to data protection

322 may access the protected data
B 323, Thus, client computer B

322 now has full access to the migrated data.
[0

3]

The method of FIG .

may performed for any suitable protected data and data

protection policy. I one example, client computer A 312 may want to send
sensitive consumer information

-to. clie

t computer B 322. The sensitive consumer database may

have bee previously protected usin data protection hu A
migration, at step
protection hub
Then, at step

database of

, client computer A

2. In order to- initiate the

sends a dat migration request message to data

indicating that the consumer database is to be migrated to client computer B.
02, data protection hub A 3

retrieves transformation data parameters

associated with the consumer database. At step 1403, data protection hub A 313 determines that
data protection hub B 323 is the most desirable data protection hub (e.g., because client computer
322 has the fastest connection to data protection hub B 323). Accordingly; data protection hub

A 3 3 sends the transformation data parameters to data protection hub B 323. At step 404, data
protection hub B stores the transformation data parameters. Finally, at step 1405, client
computer

312 sends the consumer database to client computer B 322 over a separate channel

(e.g., b mailing a Blu-Ray disc of the database). After the method completes, client computer B
322 may access the consumer database by sending data deproteetion requests to data protection
hub B 323.
t should be noted that the method of FIG. 4 is intended to be descriptive an
non-limiting,
1 and

n some embodiments, data migration may be performed for two client computers

2 connecifeg to a single data protection hub 200. In such embodiments, step 1403

may not need to be performed. Instead, data protection hub 200 may be configured t o accept
credentials of client computer B
V I,

2 t access the protected data..

Exemplary Payment Processing Systems

[0165]

FiG.

5 shows an exemplary system for using a data protection hub

according t an embodiment of the invention. The system comprises consumer (not shown) who
may operate a -portable- consumer "device 150 . The consumer may use portable device

0 to

conduct purchase transactions at a access device (not shown) connected to a -merchant computer
5-02. Merchant computer 1502 may be connected to acquirer computer

computer 1503 may be connected to issuer computer
504.Payment processing network
[0-1661

As

503. Acquirer

505 via payment processing network

504 may also be connected to clou service provider 1506.

herein, a "cloud service provider" ma typically refer to a server or

service that provides a distributed, cloud-based, parallel or otherwise separate environment from
payment processing network

4. Cloud .service provider

504 may be used to execute virtual

machines (VMs) defined by a .payment processing network 1504 or any other: suitable party, such
as a merchant

502, acquirer 1503, merchant processor, issuer processor, or any suitable third-

party,
|6167|

As used herei

an "issuer" may typically refer to a business entit (e.g. , a bank)

that maintains financial accounts for a consumer and ofte issues a portable consumer device
5 1 such as a credit or debit card to the consumer. A "merchant" is typically an entity that

engages in transactions andean se l goods or services. An "acquirer" is typically a business
entity (e.g., a commercial bank) that has a business relationship with a particular merchant or
other entity. Some entities can perform both issuer .and acquirer functions. Some embodiments
may encompass such single entity issuer-acquirers. Each of the entities (e.g., merchant computer
02 acquirer computer 1503, payment processing network

504 and issuer computer

05}

may comprise one or more computer apparatuses to enable communications, or to perform one
or more of the functions described herein .
The payment processing network 504

a include data processing subsystems,

networks, and operations used to suppor and deliver certificate authority services, authorization
services, exception file services, and clearing and settlement services. An exemplary payment
processing network may include VisaNet™. Payme t processing networks such as VisaNet™
are able to process credit card transactions, debit card transactions, a d other types of
commercial transactions. VisaNet™, in particular, includes a VIP system (V sa. Integrated
Payments system) which processes authorization requests and a Base I system which performs
clearing and settlement services.
f ) ! 69]

The payment processing network 504 may include one or more server

.computers. A server computer is typically

powerful computer or cluster of computers. For

example, the server computer can be a large mainframe, a minicomputer cluster or a group of
servers functioning as a unit. In one example, the -server computer may b
coupled to a Web server. The payment processing network

database server

50 may use any suitable wired or

wireless network, including the Internet
0 7 ]

merchant

I a typical. ayment transaction, the consumer purchases a good or service at
02 using a portable consumer device 150 . The user's portable consumer device

1501 can interact with an access device at a merchant associated wit merchant computer

For example, the consumer may tap the portable consumer device

02.

against an NFC reader in

the access device 102. Alternately, the consumer may indicate payment details to the merchant
electronically, such s i an online transaction.
(0171]

An authorization request message is generated by the access device and is then

forwarded to the acquirer computer

503. After receiving the authorization request message, the

authorization request message is then sent to the payment processing network
payment processing network
corresponding issuer computer

504, The

04 then forwards the authorization request message to the
50 5 associated with the issuer of the portable consumer device

150
''authorization .request message" may be an electronic message that is sent to a

0 .7 2 1

payment processing network and/or an issuer of a payment card to request authori zation for a
transaction. An authorization request message according to some embodiments may comply
with ISO 8583, which is a standard for systems t ha exchange electronic transaction information
associated with a payment made by a consumer using a payment device or payment account
The authorization request message

ay include an issuer account identifier that may be

associated with a payment device or payment account
also-

ri

An authorization request message may

additional data ele ments corresponding t 'Identification

information" including,

b way of example only: a service code, a CW (card verification value), a dC

(dynamic card

verification value), an expiration date, etc. Art authorization request message may also comprise
"transaction int

ation," such as any information associated with a current transaction, such a s

the transaction amount, merchant identifier, merchant location, etc., as well as any other
information that

ay be utilized in determining whether to identify and/or authorize

-a

transaction. The authorization request message may a so include other information such as
information that identifies t e access device that generated the authorization request message,
information about the location of the access device, etc.
[ 173

Alter the issue computer 1505 receives the authorization request message, the

issuer computer
network

505 sends an authorization response message back to the payment processing

504 to indicate whether the current transaction i authorized (or not authorized).

some embodiments, issuer computer

n

505 may examine the testing transaction sc re t

determine whether the current transaction should be authorized. The payment processing
network 1504 then forwards the authorization response message back to the acquirer
some embodiments, payment processing network

503. In

504 may decline th transaction even if issuer

computer 1505 has authorized th transaction, for example depending on the value of the fraud
risk score or testing transaction score. The acquirer 1503 then sends the response message hack
to the merchant computer

502. .

0 174

An "authorization response message" may be an electronic message reply to an

authorization request message generated by an issuing financial institution or a payment
processing network. The auth orization response message may include, by way of example, one
or more of the following status indicators: "Approval' * - indicating a transaction was approved:
"Decline" — indicating a transaction was not approved; or "Call Center

indicating a response

s pending mor information and the merchant must cal the toll-free authorization phone
number. The authorization response message may also include an authorization code, which
may be a code tha

-credit card issuing bank returns in response to an authorization request

message in an electronic message (either -directly or through the payment processing network) to
the merchant's access device (e.g. POS equipment) that indicates approval of the transaction.
The code may serve as proof of authorization. As noted above, in some embodiments, a
payment processing network may generate or forward the authorization .response message t the
merchant.
f0 7 ]

After the merchant computer

50 receives th authorization response message,

the access device coupled to the merchant computer

502 may then provide the authorization

response message for the consumer. Th response message may be displayed on the con ac ess
access device, o

ay be printed out on a receipt- Alternately, f the transaction is an online

transaction, the merchant may pro vide a web page or other indication of the authorization
response message.
[0176]

At the end of the day, a normal clearing and -settlement- process can be conducted

by the payment processing network 1504. A clearing process is a process -of exchanging
financial details between an acquirer and an issuer to facilitate posting of transactions to a
customer's payment account and reconciliation of the- user's settlement position.
[

77]

computer

In some embodiments of the invention, portable- consumer device

0

merchant

502, acquirer computer 1 03 payment processing network 1504, and issuer computer

505 may make use of data protection hub 200.

[

8]

For example, some embodiments of the invention

base payment authentication,

ay be used to enable token-

one such embodiment, payment processing network

504 may

define a data protection policy a data protection hub 200 specifying an industry standard

tokenization

Issuer computer

505 may then generate a plurality of one time use tokens

by submitting a data protection request comprising the personal account

umber (PAN) to the

data protection hub 200. issuer computer 1505 may then load consumer device
smart card) with the plurality of one time use tokens.

501 (e.g., a

a consumer conducts a payment

transaction, portable consum er de vice may provide one of the one time us tokens to merchant
computer

02 Merchant computer

issuer computer

02 may then sen an authorization request message to.

05 including the token. Issuer computer

505 may then send a dat

deprotection request message to the data protection hub 200 indicating the token. Data
protection hub 200 may the retrieve the PAN associated with the token a d send the PAN to the
issuer computer

05. Issuer computer

505 may subsequently retrieve a consumer's account

based on the PAN and determine whether the transaction should be approved or declined. If
approved, the issuer may return an authorization response message completing the transaction.
In another example, payment processing network

clo d service provider

06 For example, payment processing network

some or all transac tion processing logic at cloud service provider
service provider

504 may send protected data to
04 may maintain

06. n .order for the cloud

to deprotect the data, the cloud se ic provider 1506

ay send a data

deprotection request message to data protection hub 200, Clou .service provider

06 may then

use the deprotected data for n suitable method.
I yet other examples, multiple systems within the payment processing .network

[ 80]

04 may use data protection hub 200 t provide conformance to payment card industry
standards or other data protection standards.
VIII.
101.81]

Exemplary Computer Apparatuses
FIG, 16 shows an example of a payment device 50 ' * in the form of a card. A shown,

the payment device
con ac ess element !

comprises a plastic substrate !501(m).

i some embodiments, a

0) for interfacing with an access device may be present on, or

embedded within, the plastic substrate I501(m). User information

50 (p) such as a account

number, expiration date, and/or a user name -may be printed or embossed on the card. A
magnetic stripe

0 1(n may also be on the plastic substrate 1501 (m . In some embodiments, the

payment device 1501" may comprise a microprocessor and/or memory chips with user data
stored in them.
[§182]

A s noted above and shown in FIG.

magnetic stripe

5

, the payment device

5

may include both a

h ) and a contactless element !501(o). In so e embodiments, both the

magnetic stripe 1501 n) and the contaetiess element

5

) may be in the payment device

1501 * . In some embodiments, either the magnetic stripe 1501(a) or the contaetiess element
5

P

(o) may be present in the payment device

3

FIG,

50 "

is a high level block diagram of a computer system -that may be used to

implement any of the entities or components described above. The subsystems shown in FIG.

7

are interconnected via a system bus 1775. Additional subsystems include a printer 1703,
keyboard 1706. fixed disk 1707, and monitor
Peripherals and nput output (I

09, which is coupled t display adapter 1704.

) devices, which couple t o I/O co trolle

700, can b

connected to the computer system b any number of means known in the art, such as a serial
port; For example, serial port

705 or external interface 1708 can b used t connect the

computer apparatus to a wide area network such as the internet, a mouse input device, o a
scan er The interconnection v a system bus 775 allows the central processor

02 to

communicate with each subsystem and to control the execution of instructions from system
memory 1701 o the fixed d sk
subsystems.

07, as we as the exchange of Information between

The system memory 1701 and/or the fixed disk may embody a computer-readable

medium.
IX.
[©$841

Additional. Embodiments

A s described, the inventive service may involve implementing one or more

functions, processes, operations or method steps. I some embodiments, the f
processes, operations or method steps may be implemented as a result of the execution of a set of
instructions or software code by a suitably-programmed

computing device, microprocessor data

processor, or the like. The set of instructions or software code may be stored in a memory or
other form of data storage element which is accessed by the computing device, microprocessor,
etc. In other embodiments, the functions, processes, operations o method steps ma
implemented by firmware or a dedicated processor, integrated circuit, etc.

5]

0

It should be understood that the present invention as described above can be

implemented- in the form of control logic using computer software in a modular or integrated

manner. Based on th di sclosure and teachings provided herein, a person of ordinary skill in the

ar will know and appreciate other ways and/or methods to implement the present invention
using hardware and a combination of hardware and software.
6|

Any of th software components or functions described In this application may be

plemented as software eode to be executed by a processor using any suitable computer

language su h as, for example, Java. C++ or Perl using, for example, conventional or objectoriented techniques. The software code may be stored as a series of instructions, or commands

on a computer-readable medium, suc as a random access memory CRAM), a read-only memory
(ROM), a magnetic medium suc -as a hard-drive or a floppy disk, or an. optical medium such as

a CD-ROM Any such; co p e r-readabie medium

ay reside on or within a single

computational apparatus, and may be present on or within different -computational apparatuses
within a system or network.
1

|

While certain exemplar}' embodiments have been described in detail and sho wn in

the accompanying drawings, it is to he understood tha such embodiments are merely illustrative
of and not intended to be restrictive of the broad invention a d that this invention is not t be
limited t the. specific arrangements and constructions shown and described, since various other
modifications
0! S|

ay occur to those with ordinary skill n the art
As used herein, the use of

unless specifically indicated to the contrary.

, "an" or "the" is intended to mean "at least one",

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:
A data protection hub, comprising:
a processor; and
a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium, comprising code executable
by the processor for implementing a method comprising:

receiving a data protection request message comprising unprotected data
and one or more policy parameters;
determining a data protection transformation using the policy parameters;
performing the data protection transformation on the unprotected data to
generate protected data; an
sending the protected data.
2.

The data protection hub of claim 1, the method further comprising;

determining, using the policy parameters, a hashing algorithm, wherein the data
protection transformation hashes the unprotected data using the hashing algorithm.
3.

The data protection hu of claim 1, the. method further comprising:

determining, using the policy parameters, one or

ore sensitive data fields

included n th unprotected data, wherein the data protection transformation masks the sensitive
data feJds of the improtecied data.
4.

The data protection h h of c laim , th method farther comprising:

determining, using the polic parameters, an encryption algo thm and encryption
key, wherein the data protection transformation encrypts the unprotected dat using the
encryption algorithm and encryption key
5.

The data protection hub of claim 1. the method further comprising:

determining, using the policy parameters, a tokenization algorithm and format,
wherein the data protection transformation tokenizes the unprotected data using the tokenization
algorithm arid format
6.

The data protection hub of claim !, the method further comprising:

receiving a data protection policy file: and
parsing the data protection policy f le wherein the data prote ction policy fi e is
used to determine the data protection transformation based on the one or

ore policy parameters.

The data protection hob of claim I s the method farther comprising:

7.

receiving the protected data;
performing a data eprote ion transformation on th protected data to determine
the unprotected data; and
sending th unprotected data.
The data protection hub of claim I the method former comprising:

8.

receiving a data migration request message comprising an indication of the
protected data to migrate
determining transformation data parameters associated with the protected
data; and
sending the transfo matio data parameters to

second data protection

A computer-implemented method comprising:

9

receiving, by a processor, a data protection request message comprising
unprotected data and on or more policy parameters;
determining, by the- processor,

-a

data protection transformation using the. policy

parameters;
performing, by the processor, the data protection transformation on the
unprotected dat to generate protected data .and
sending, y the processor, the protected data.
10.

The method of claim 9, the method further comprising:

determiiiing. using the policy parameters, a hashing algorithm, wherein the data
protection tratisformatjon hashes the unprotected data using the hashing algorithm,
.

The method of claim

9.,

the method further comprising:

determining, using the policy parameters, one or more sensitive data fields
included in the unprotected data, wherein h data protection transformation masks the sensitive
data fields of the unprotected data
.

The method of claim 9 the method further comprising;

determining, using the policy parameters, an encryption algorithm and encryption
key, wherein the data protection transformation encrypts the unprotected data using the
encryption algorithm an encryption key.
.

Th method of claim 9 the method further comprising:

determining, using the policy parameters, a tokenization algorithm and format,
wherein the data protection transformation tokemzes the unprotected data using the tokenization
algorithm and format
14.

The method of claim 9 f r her comprising:

receiving a data protection polic file; and
parsing the data protection policy file, wherein the data protection policy fi e is
used to determine th -data protection transformation based on the one or mo e policy parameters
.

The method of claim 9 further comprising:

.receiving, by the processor the protected data;

performing, by the processor, a data deprotection transformation on the protected
data to determine the unprotected data;

d

sending by th processor, the unprotected data.
6.

Th method of claim 9 further comprising:
receiving a data migration request message comprising an indication of the

protected data o migrate;
determining transformation data parameters associated w h the protected
data; and
sending the transformation data parameters to a second data protection
hub.

1.7.

A computer-implemented method comprising:

sending, by a processor, a data protection request message comprising
unprotected data and one or more policy parameters; and

receiving, by the processor, protected data, wherein the protected data is
generated by a data protec tion transformaiion, wherein the data protection transformation is

determined using the policy parameters.
.

Th method of claim

further comprising:

sending a data migration request message comprising an indication of the

protected data to migrate;
sending the transformation data parameters to a second client computer.
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